History of

Anderson-Livsey Elementary School
Anderson-Livsey Elementary, which opened its doors to
students in August of 2010, actually had a different name
when it was first named by the Gwinnett County Board
of Education. It was to be called Grace Snell Elementary
School in honor of Grace Brooks Snell, a long-time teacher
and a member of the prominent Snell family. However, at its
meeting on December 10 in 2009, the School Board officially
changed the names of two schools and in doing so found a
way to honor, the Livsey’s, the Anderson’s and the Snell’s…
three families with long histories in Gwinnett County. The
new Shiloh Cluster elementary school, formerly called Snell
Elementary, would be Anderson-Livsey Elementary and the
new South Gwinnett Cluster middle school, formerly referred
to as Midway Middle, would be called Grace Snell Middle.
The new name for the elementary school actually came
about through the district’s school naming process, in which
the district received several possible names for the new
elementary school, including suggestions to name the facility
after the Anderson and Livsey families or the Promised Land
community. Gwinnett’s Promised Land is a community south
of Centerville where the new school is located. The Anderson
and Livsey families are two of the area’s original African
American families. Gwinnett Historian Elliott Brack’s modern
history of Gwinnett County— “Gwinnett: A little above
Atlanta”— mentions both families. It notes that Robert Livsey
acquired 110 acres in the “Promised Land” area in the early
1920s, paying $2,500 for the parcel. His ancestors lived on
this land prior to the Civil War, and many of his descendants
still live in the area.
In recommending the changes in the two schools’
names, CEO/Superintendent J. Alvin Wilbanks recognized
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the uniqueness of this situation. “While we followed our
traditional school naming process, which has served us well
over the years, this situation warranted further review,” he
said. “As we learned more about the Anderson and Livsey
families and their historical significance to the community,
and considered the wishes of both the Snell and the Livsey
families, it became clear that we should revisit this decision.”
With input from the families, the Board of Education
voted to rename the elementary school located on Centerville
Highway, changing its name from Snell Elementary to
Anderson-Livsey Elementary. The Board also moved to
change the name of the new middle school in the South
Gwinnett Cluster from its proposed name of Midway Middle
to a new name, Grace Snell Middle.
“Renaming the middle school in Mrs. Snell’s honor is
appropriate,” according to Superintendent Wilbanks, “as she
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vision echoes the motto of the school, “Providing Learning
that Lasts a Lifetime.”

